
- South American independence: war, liberty, gender, text -- Figuring out the feminine: the writings of Simon Bolivar (1783-1830) -- Troped out of history: gender slippage and woman in the poetry of Andres Bello (1781-1865) -- Competing masculinities and political discourse: the writings of Esteban Echeverria (1805-51) -- Satirised woman and counter-strategies -- Women, war and Spanish American independence -- Women, letter-writing and the wars of independence in Chile -- Gender, patriotism and social capital: Josefa Acevedo and Mercedes Marin -- Gender and revolution in southern Brazil: restitching the Farroupilha Revolt in the works of Delfina Benigna da Cunha and Ana de Barandas -- Juana Manso (1819-75): women in history -- Conclusions: South America, gender, politics, text. Considers the role of women in promoting South American independence focusing on Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru and Colombia.


"From the revered historian-winner of nearly every award given in his field-the long-awaited conclusion of his magisterial three-volume history of slavery in Western culture that has been more than fifty years in the making. David Brion Davis is one of the foremost historians of our time, and in this final volume in his monumental trilogy on slavery in Western culture he offers highly original, authoritative, and penetrating insight into what slavery and emancipation meant to Americans. He explores how the Haitian revolution terrified and inspired white and black Americans respectively, and offers a commanding analysis of the complex and misunderstood significance of "colonization"-the project to move freed slaves back to Africa-to members of both races and all political persuasions. Davis vividly portrays the dehumanizing
impact of slavery, as well as the generally unrecognized importance of freed slaves to abolition. And he explores the influence of religion on American ideas about emancipation. Above all, he captures the ways in which America wrestled with the knotty problem of moving forward into an age of emancipation. This is a landmark work: a brilliant conclusion to one of the great works of American history"--.

Reserve 320 WOO

Reserve 322.1 MCM

Reserve 327.729 SMI

Reserve 327.7307 BRO

Reserve 330.98 ADE
Crossing the Rubicon -- Revolution and sovereignty. This book takes a bold new look at both Spain's and Portugal's New World empires in a trans-Atlantic context. It argues that modern notions of sovereignty in the Atlantic world have been unstable, contested, and equivocal from the start. It shows how much contemporary notions of sovereignty emerged in the Americas as a response to European imperial crises in the age of revolutions. Jeremy Adelman reveals how many modern-day uncertainties about property, citizenship, and human rights were forged in an epic contest over the very nature of state power in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Sovereignty and Revolution in the Iberian Atlantic offers a new understanding of Latin American and Atlantic history, one that blurs traditional distinctions between the "imperial" and the "colonial." It shows how the Spanish and Portuguese empires responded to the pressures of rival states and merchant capitalism in the eighteenth century. As empires adapted, the ties between colonies and mother countries transformed, recreating trans-Atlantic bonds of loyalty and interests. In the end, colonies repudiated their Iberian loyalties not so much because they sought independent nationhood. Rather, as European conflicts and revolutions swept across the Atlantic, empires were no longer viable models of sovereignty--and there was less to be loyal to. The Old Regimes collapsed before subjects began to imagine new ones in their place. The emergence of Latin American nations--indeed many of our contemporary notions of sovereignty--was the effect, and not the cause, of the breakdown of European empires.

Reserve 909.81 ZAM

Reserve 917.294 HAS

Reserve 920 GAI
Washington and the marquis de Lafayette, discussing the developments in both America and France that led to revolution on both continents.


France before Revolution -- Reform and politicisation before 1789 -- The great year of Revolution-1789 -- The reconstructive project and the political landscape in 1790 -- Dissent, radicalisation and the descent to war, 1791-1792 -- War and the Girondin Republic, 1792-1793 -- Terror and the Jacobin Republic, 1793-1794 -- The quest for social order-Thermidor to Brumaire, 1794-1799. The structural and cultural elements behind the breakdown of the monarchic state and conflict throughout the revolutionary decade.

Traces the political and social changes that occurred in France following the French Revolution, the rise and fall of Napoleon Bonaparte, and the emergence of the modern democratic French Republic.

v. 1. The Bastille.--v. 2. The Constitution.--v. 3. The guillotine.

Reserve 944.04 Cor
Roots of revolution -- A gathering storm -- Bastille and the summer of violence -- Making a new nation -- The widening war and the new revolution -- The end of monarchy, the beginning of terror -- The reign of terror -- The final years. Discusses the dramatic upheavals of the eighteenth-century revolution that shook France and affected societies throughout the Western world.

Reserve 944.04 DAW

Reserve 944.04 EIM
Chronicles the French revolution, from the gathering of the Estates-General, after one-hundred-twenty-five years of silence, to disunity within the Committee of Public Safety, The fall of Robespierre, and the end of the Reign of Terror.

Reserve 944.04 FRE pbk

Reserve 944.04 FUR

Reserve 944.04 GRE

Reserve 944.04 KAF

Reserve 944.04 KRO

Reserve 944.04 LEF
A reprint of the 1947 text which examines the beginnings of the French Revolution, analyzing the composition and action of various social classes, and looking at how they combined, under the leadership of
the aristocracy, to overthrow the Bourbon regime.

Reserve 944.04 LEF

Reserve 944.04 LUS
Traces and explains how the Bastille came to be a general symbol of freedom and revolutionary struggle, and discusses what the function of this symbol has been throughout social history.

Reserve 944.04 NEE
The Ancien Regime, its critics and supporters -- The financial crisis -- The Estates General and the General Assembly -- Creating the new regime -- Polarization and the flight to Varennes -- The failure of constitutional government -- The Convention -- Terror and war -- Thermidor and the Directory. An introduction to the French revolution that examines the origins, development, and decline of the movement, as well as its relevance in understanding the history of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Reserve 944.04 OTF
Eve of destruction -- Summer of discontent -- The first revolution -- The nation goes to war -- A sort of justice -- The view from abroad -- The mountain is master -- Let terror reign -- Downfall of a virtuous tyrant -- The end of the storm. Discusses the causes, events, and aftermath of the revolution that began in 1789 with the overthrow of the monarchy and ended ten years later with the rise of the Napoleonic dictatorship.

Reserve 944.04 PAL pbk

Reserve 944.04 PRI

Reserve 944.04 ROS
Ross, Steven T. The French Revolution: conflict or continuity? New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,


Considers the fullest resources of social, cultural, and political history and includes accounts of private and public lives to help see the reality of the revolution.


The ancien régime: challenges not met, a dilemma not overcome -- The descent into revolution: from August 1788 to October 1789 -- The first attempt to stabilize the revolution: from 1789-1791 -- The "Revolutionizing" of the revolution: from 1791-1794 -- The second attempt to stabilize the revolution: from 1794-1799 -- Conclusion: the Revolution in the French and global context.


Demonstrates how the French Revolution and Empire deeply transformed French political and social life, not
only in manifestly political institutions, but also in schools, welfare, and moral control.

Reserve 944.0407 HOB


Examines the reception and interpretation of the French Revolution in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, focusing on the process by which its experiences and lessons were assimilated.

Reserve 944.361 GOD


A comprehensive narrative of how some women were accused and interrogated for their acts of rebellion during the French Revolution; and describes their public and private lives within their particular political, social, historical, and gender-specific contexts.

Reserve 972 HAM pbk


A history of Mexico from the Olmecs to the late twentieth century, focusing on the country's relationship to the United States, and including discussion of contemporary issues.

Reserve 972 KIR


Surveys the history of Mexico from the arrival of the first humans in the Western hemisphere through 1998, and includes a timeline of key events, biographical sketches of notable Mexicans, and a bibliographical essay.

Reserve 972 MEX pbk.


Contains English translations of Spanish writings that explore the history, culture, and politics of Mexico, examining the theme of mexicanidad, the history of the country from pre-Columbian times through 1940, and the post-1940 era.

Reserve 972 MEY


A comprehensive survey of Mexican history from the pre-Columbian period to the late 1990s, featuring discussion of new trends in the field of Mayan studies,
and in interpretations of the Classic and Post-Classic periods; and including an examination of the Salinas and Zedillo administrations.

Reserve 972 OXF  
Profiles the events, institutions, and people which have helped shape the history of Mexico.

Reserve 972 SUC  

Reserve 972.04  
Documents the history of Mexico and provides biographical information on such leaders as Adolfo Lopez Mateos, Francisco Villa, Emiliano Zapata, and Venustiano Carranza.

Reserve 972.07 HAN  

Reserve 972.9 TUR  
Explores the impact the French Revolution had on the societies of the Greater Caribbean, discussing how several specific issues, including slave labor, racial discrimination, and plantation colonies, were impacted by the revolution and its aftermath.

Reserve 972.94 POP pbk  
**Popkin, Jeremy D. You are all free : the Haitian...**

Reserve 972.9403 DUB

Reserve 972.9403 GIR

Reserve 972.9403 JAM pbk

Reserve 972.9403 OTT pbk

Reserve 972.9403 WOR pbk

Reserve 973 MID

Reserve 973.3 BOH

Reserve 973.3 ELL
Ellis, Joseph J. American creation: triumphs and tragedies at the founding of the republic. 1st ed. New York: Knopf, 2007. Presents a historical account of the twenty-eight years between the start of the War for Independence in 1775 and the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, focusing on significant people and events in the founding of the American nation.

Reserve 973.3 MCC
McCullough, David G. 1776. New York: Simon & Schuster, c2005. Based upon both American and British historical documents, the author presents a comprehensive history of the American Revolution during 1776, George
Washington, and those who followed him.

Prologue : the world beyond Worcester -- Advocates for the cause -- The revolt of the moderates -- The character of a general -- The first constitution makers -- Vain liberators -- The diplomats -- The optimist abroad -- The greatest lawgiver of modernity -- The state builder. Explores how the private lives of the Founding Fathers were suddenly transformed into public careers between 1773 and 1792, focusing on the evolution of their ideas and the crystallizing of their purpose in crafting a new nation.


"The insurrection of the Blacks in St. Domingo" : remembering Toussaint Louverture and the Haitian revolution -- "He patterned his life after the San Domingan" : John Brown, Toussaint Louverture, and the triumph of violent abolitionism -- "Contemplate, I beseech you, fellow-citizens, the example of St. Domingo" : abolitionist dreams, Confederate nightmares, and the counterrevolution of secession -- "Liberty on the battle-field" : Haiti and the movement to arm Black soldiers -- "Emancipation or insurrection" : Haiti and the end of slavery in America -- "Many a Touissant L'ouverture amongst us" : Black identity -- "A repetition of San Domingo?" : southern white identity - - "Do we want another San Domingo to be repeated in
"the South?" : northern white identity.

Reserve 980 ARC


Reserve 980 B


A history of Latin America emphasizing the search for economic development.

Reserve 980 BEA


Reserve 980 CHA


Reserve 980 CHA


A narrative history of Latin America from the fifteenth through the twentieth century, covering such topics as colonial rebellions, twentieth-century populist leaders, and liberation theology.

Reserve 980 COL


Reserve 980 JOH


Reserve 980 OBR pbk


From encounters to expansion, 1776-1861 -- The road

Reserve 980 SWE pbk
Sweet, William Warren. A history of Latin America. New York : The Abingdon Press, 1919. Spanish and Portuguese background - Physical aspects and native races of Latin America - Portuguese and Spanish exploration in America - The colonization of the islands and the Isthmus - The conquests of Mexico, Peru, and Chile - The founding of the agricultural colonies of Spain: Venezuela, Colombia, and La Plata - The Portuguese colonization of Brazil - Colonial administration - Economic conditions in colonial Latin America - Society in colonial Latin America - Two hundred years of Spanish rule in America - The causes of the South American Wars for Independence - The Wars for Independence - The empire of Brazil and the independence of Mexico - The backward states and the military dictators - The rise of progressive South American States - Mexico and the Central American states - The governments of the Latin American States - Races and society in Latin America - Economic conditions and industrial problems - International relations and commerce. Reproduction of the historian's 1919 edition of this culturally significant work.

Reserve 980 WHI

Reserve 980 WIL

Reserve 980.013 BUR
colonies of the New World from preconquest to the early nineteenth century, and includes illustrations and suggested reading lists.

Reserve 980.02 LYN pbk  Lynch, John, 1927-.  The Spanish American revolutions, 1808-1826. 2nd ed. New York : W.W. Norton, c1986. Discusses the revolutions that occurred in South America, Mexico, and Central America from 1808-26, offers interpretations of the causes and effects of these revolutions and their counterrevolutions, and looks at important figures such as San Martin, Bolivar, and O'Higgins.


Reserve 982.03 HAL pbk  Halperin-Donghi, Tulio.  Politics economics and society in Argentina in the revolutionary period. [S.l. : s.n.], First published 1975. The River Plate at the beginning of the nineteenth century -- Revolution and the dislocation of the economy -- The crisis of the colonial order -- The Revolution in Buenos Aires -- The revolution in the country as a whole -- The dissolution of the Revolutionary order -- The legacy of the Revolution and the war, and the political order of independent Argentina. Political history, economy and society of Argentina and the River Plate area during the Revolutionary Period.

New York : Cambridge University Press, 2004. Examines the political, social, and economic history of Chile from 1808 to 2002 and includes primary and secondary materials and information on its growth, mining industry, military dictatorships, and traditions.


Harvey, Robert, 1953-. Bolivar : the liberator of Latin America. New York : Skyhorse, c2011. Chronicles the life of Simon Bolivar, a Venezuelan military and political leader who played a key role in South America's struggle for independence from the Spanish Empire, describes the creation of Bolivia in 1825, and discusses Bolivar's dictatorship.


actions can be attributed to his desire to win freedom for the slaves of Saint Domingue.